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Beato Goes To Indonesia is a children&apos;s picture book about a cat who travels around the

world. Based on real characters and adventures, Beato learns about the geography, animals,

sports, religions, dance, food and more with his new friend, Putu, as they travel around

Indonesia.Â The book is meant to inspire young global citizens to travel, learn, and embrace

different cultures.Â 
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Beato Goes ToÂ is a series of children&apos;s illustrative books that takes young readers on a

thrilling adventure across different countries. Based on my real life experiences traveling to 67+

countries, many of the characters in the book are real, and the illustrations based on my

photos.Â The main character of the book is my larger than life baby cat called Beato (meaning

happy in Latin). Anyone who has met Beato can&apos;t stop admiringÂ his large size (he is a 20

pounder), handsome looks (yes he has his ownÂ Pinterest page), and friendly personality (aka life

of the party). It just made sense that Beato took on my persona and started traveling the world!The

books are not just entertaining and educational for kids and adults, but also inspirational in terms of

understanding the world. Each book offers many lessons on culture, nature, environment, people,

religion, food and more, and I encourage parents to read along with their kids.Additional resources

include an augmented reality app, study guides, and coloring pages, available at

BeatoGoesTo.com.



Ten percent of the portions from Beato Goes to Indonesia will be donated to Bali Children&apos;s

Project, a nonprofit organization that helps the children on the Indonesian island of Bali escape

poverty through education.

I gave a copy to a young girl who read it to me. This book is very informative even for adults!!

Absolutely love the book. And the most appealing thing for me is that it's based on true travel

experiences of the author! Even Beato has his real life representation - Sucheta's cat. As an

educator, I love how each page is filled with positive messages - it teaches children cultural

sensitivity and develops a thirst for travel and learning more about other countries and cultures. A+

I don't get the opportunity to travel with my preschooler (yet) but Beato Goes to Indonesia is an

amazing way to teach him about the cultural aspects of the country. The illustrations are beautiful

and he loves Beato! This book makes the perfect gift for preschoolers to young grade school age.

My kids absolutely love this book! Beato teaches them about different cultures and places in an

easy to understand fun way. We own the entire series and can't wait to see where Beato goes next!

My kids even ask if the author can write a 'Beato goes to Our House' book!:)

No wonder why kids are so addicted and glued Sucheta Rawal. You are an incredible writer !!You

mesmerize them with the travel wonders :) You mesmerized me too :)
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